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Definition
● Focuses on the psychological,

social and emotional factors in
the decision making process.

● Classical Economics: 

○ Rational choice theory: 
maximising utility.

● Behavioral Economics:

○ Irrationality. The why behind our 
actions. 



History - the rise of the science

● Adam Smith 1759, The Theory of 
Moral Sentiments

● Unpopular due to unpredictability

● Comeback from 1970 

● More empirical research 

● Kahneman and Tversky: Prospect 
Theory 



Criticism

● Non-representative sample from 
the Industrialized Westerns 
countries

● Often graduate students in 
psychology

● Observed behaviour not realistic

● The past does not necessarily 
generalise to the future



Evaluation of the Criticism

● More testing outside labs

● Neuroscience

● Increased self-awareness→ better 
decisions



Classical Economics

● Optimal, rational and value-
maximizing decisions

Hypothetical choices

Experiments with actual outcomes

Natural Experiments

Laboratory Experiments

Real World Experiments

Main 
differences

- Context

- Information

- Risks

Behavioral Economics

● Irrational decisions 

● Behavior is driven by unconscious 
biases and motivations



● Process measures: methods that provide hints about cognitive and emotional processes that 
take place when people make decisions

● Uses of Behavioral Economics
○ Governments

○ Organizations

○ Businesses

● Principles

○ Phenomenons that violate the standard theory 

Prospect Theory (1979) by Khaneman and Tversky

➔ Retirement accounts
➔ Safety policies
➔ Wellness programs
➔ Persuade customers

B.E. gives the 
people in charge 

an insight into how 
employees and 

customers behave



Principles
● Anchoring

○ Cognitive bias that influences people to rely too much on the first piece of information they get 

(the anchor).
Example 1: product of numbers 1 to 8

Sequence A: 1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8
Sequence B: 8x7x6x5x4x3x2x1

Sequence A: 512
Sequence B: 2250

● The correct answer was 40250.

Example 2: Investment anchoring

● Investors think the stock is undervalued 
because they put an anchor on a high 
price when in reality it is not.



Principles
● Loss aversion

○ Idea that losses hurt more than gains feel good
Example 1: 20$ bill and a test

● Group A: 20$ bill before the test and were told if they 
did good, they could keep the money

● Group B: $20 immediately after the test if do good

● Group C: $20 in a month

Example 2: Would you rather have?

● A: 0$ with 50% probability and 100$ with 50% 
probability

● B: 50$ with 100% probability

● Expected return on both cases is 50$
● Risk neutral: indifference between A and B
● Risk averse: choose B

● Group A’s grade improved a lot

● Group B’s grade improved (not as much as group A)

● Group C didn’t improve their test score.



Principles

● Scarcity

○ When something is less available, 

people see it as more valuable

Example 1: 2 different advertisements

1st Ad: Exclusive, limited Edition

2nd Ad: New edition, many items in stock

● The average consumer was willing to pay
more 50% if the item was advertised as
scare

● Sunk Cost

○ People continue to have the same 

behavior as a result of previously 

invested resources (time, money, 

effort, etc)

Example 1: Overeating at a restaurant

Example 2: Driving through a blizzard to 
see a concert



Principles
● Decoy effect

○ When people’s preferences for one option change when we add a third option (the decoy)

Example 1: 



Principles
● Information Avoidance

○ Happens when people chose not to obtain information that is freely available

Example 1: 

● Investors are less likely to check their
portfolio online when the stock market is
down than when it is up.

Example 2: 

● Some people don’t return to clinics to get 
their medical test results.



Principles
● Framing Effect

○ When people are strongly influenced by the way the choices are presented.

Example 1: 

● A medical procedure that has 90% sucess
rate

Vs

● A medical procedure with 1/10 chance of
failure

Example 2: 

● Receive a 3000€ commission payment on
a 100.000€ investment

Vs

● Receive a 3% commission payment on a
100.000€ investment



Other Principles
● Default bias

● Status Quo bias

● Bandwagon effect

● Optimism bias

● Mental Accounting

● Pain of paying

● Disposition Effect

● Time (temporal) discounting

● Hyperbolic discounting

● Reference dependence

● Availability bias

● etc.



Application in Behavioral Finance

1637 1990s 2008

The Dutch Tulip 
Mania

The Dotcom 
Boom

Financial Crisis

Psychology

Finance

Behavioral 
Finance



Future of Behavioral Economics

It will be harder for the world to fool us and for 
us to fool ourselves

I

Behavioral Economics will eventually cease to 
exist

Richard Thaler



Thank you for your attention!

Questions?
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